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A CALMING, relaxing and deeply moving CD where we journey to that idylic quiet place and hear

life-giving words. Read by the deep, relaxing voice of John Mansfield to a background of calming music

and nature sounds from God's wonderful creation 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music,

GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details: The Inspiring Calm CD was produced and narrated by John

Mansfield. John is responsible for running the busy Production Department at Inter-Varsity Press (IVP -

the Christian book publisher) In that role he is very familiar with the pressures and demands of meeting

deadlines. He is also a husband, a father and involved in his local church, 'St Luke's'. He is therefore

subject to pressures and stresses like everyone else. Indeed Inspiring Calm was born out of his own

longing to seek out that quiet place (both physically and spiritually) Over the years John collected

together the Scriptures that most inspired and helped him in times of need and these form the basis of

CD and are what lies behind the name of the CD - 'Inspiring Calm' John enjoys quiet walks away from the

crowds, enjoying God's creation, and seeking to draw close to Him. From the calm that John receives

from God he seeks to share that calm with others. It is John's desire that all who listen to the CD will

experience a blessing of peace from God. Commendations: Steve Silvester (Vicar of St Luke's Church,

West Bridgford) writes 'I'd like to commend John Mansfield's CD Inspiring Calm. This CD is the

outworking of a vision born in prayer. I think the CD speaks deeply into our busy lives and can be of great

value to a lot of people who need to find calm places where they can be conscious of God's prescence.

'John is a lovely, genuine guy. There is nothing of self-promotion in this project. John has used some of

the material when leading intercessions at church, and it has been very much appreciated. 'I defy anyone

to listen and not be moved!' Rev Steve Silvester
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